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With its striking plumage and bubbly
song, the eastern bluebird is a cherished
sight for birders, country residents, and nest
box aficionados alike. The good news is that
the bluebird is back. 

The new Ontario Breeding
Bird Atlas, a five-year cen-
sus of the province’s breed-
ing birds, shows a signifi-
cant increase in bluebird
numbers in all areas of
Ontario. Compared to the
first atlas, carried out
between 1980 and 1985,
there has been a 69-per-
cent increase in the number
of locations with breeding
bluebirds. The major con-
centration of this species in
Ontario is along the south-
ern edge of the Canadian
Shield, an area that
includes most of the

Kawartha Lakes region. 
Bluebird numbers had increased dramati-

cally in the 19th century when settlers first
cleared the forests, thereby creating the
open habitat the bird requires. However, as
a result of changing land use patterns,
urbanization, pesticide use, and the effect of
severe weather events, bluebird numbers
slowly began to decrease. The introduction
of the European starling and the house spar-
row was especially harmful, since both of
these species are quite aggressive and often
out-compete the bluebirds for nesting sites. 

Bluebird decline became especially severe
in the late 1970s, mostly because of severe
winters in the southeastern U.S. where most
of the birds overwinter. By the end of the
decade, the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources had declared the bluebird to be
rare. 

Over the past two decades, however, a
trend of generally warmer weather has
allowed the birds to survive the winter more
successfully and return to breed. Even more
importantly, people all over eastern North
America have been erecting and maintain-
ing predator-proof bluebird nest boxes,
thereby further helping the species to
rebound from these earlier declines. Howev-
er, highly volatile weather as a result of
global warming will almost certainly result
in a fluctuating bluebird population in the
future. 

A hardy species, the bluebird is one of
nature’s first offerings of colour and song in
early spring. The average arrival date in the
Kawarthas is March 26. Those that arrive
too early, though, or are unfortunate enough
to encounter a spring snow storm or cold
snap, sometimes die huddled together in
nest boxes.

Bluebirds are attracted to rural or semi-
rural habitats with relatively short grass
and suitable nesting cavities. These habitats
often include agricultural areas adjacent to
urban centers, fallow fields, grazed pastures,
and orchards. The availability of insects, too,
is a must. 

Bluebirds usually have at least two broods,
one beginning in late April, and a second
beginning in mid-June. Courtship consists of
the male bringing nesting material to the
hole, going in and out several times, and
then perching on the roof of the box where
he flutters his half-opened wings in front of
the female, spreads his tail, and warbles soft
notes of affection. The female builds the
nest entirely on her own and incubates the
eggs. Both parents help with feeding the
young.

Offspring from the second — and some-
times third — brood will often stay with
their parents over the course of the late
summer and fall. At first they are mostly
seen in the vicinity of the nest site but will
then range farther afield. They eat large
numbers of grasshoppers and crickets at
this time of year, dropping down from
perches to catch the insects on or near the
ground. 

Later in fall and into the winter, small
wild fruits such as dogwood, viburnum, and

winterberry holly become a larger part of
their diet. The birds will often turn up along
wetland margins and in fruit trees on farms
or rural backyards. 

Kelly Dodge, a well-known local wildlife
artist, has observed bluebirds in her two
nest boxes for several years now. She also
regularly provides mealworms for them to
eat. In fact, the birds sometimes come right
up to the window to make it known they
want to be fed. One year, she was lucky
enough to be watching the day the babies
left the box. The first four exited without

any problem and fluttered to a nearby bush.
The fifth, however, came out of the hole
backwards, and fell to the ground. Kelly
placed the bird in a tree but quickly realized
it couldn’t perch properly because of a crip-
pled toe. Ever the resourceful wildlife res-
cuer, she brought the fledgling inside and
put it in a cockatiel cage. She then removed
the top of the cage, set it outside and placed
mealy worms on the ground. Sure enough,
the parent bluebirds soon arrived, gathered
up the mealworms, and actually entered the
cage to feed the baby. After seven days of

this protein-rich diet, “Zippy” was able to fly
and strong enough to better balance himself
on perches. As far as Kelly knows, he
departed with the rest of the birds in the
fall. 

Like robins, bluebirds have a flexible
migration schedule. However, most will have
left the Kawarthas by the end of October.
They migrate west along the shores of Lake
Ontario and Lake Erie and on to the south-
eastern states and even Mexico. Sometimes
the number of birds moving on a given day
is quite impressive. For example, on October
27, 1991, 825 bluebirds were recorded
migrating past Holiday Beach near Windsor.  

Surprisingly enough, bluebirds are hardy
enough to survive the winter in Ontario if
there is an adequate crop of fruit available.
For example, the 2002 Christmas Bird
Count tallied 779 bluebirds in the province.
Most were found inland from lakes Ontario
and Erie. A small number usually remain in
the Kawarthas, as well, until at least early
December. They usually move around in
small, loose flocks of five to 10 birds. It is
expected that the number of overwintering
bluebirds in our area will increase as our
winters continue to become more mild. 

The bluebird’s size, shape, and habit of
perching on telephone wires while scanning
for food make the species quite distinctive
and conspicuous. Another aid in finding
them is, of course, the presence of nesting
boxes. Even at this time of year, the birds
are often still in the general vicinity of the
boxes. Some of the concessions between
Highway 7 and Rice Lake are particularly
good for seeing bluebirds.  

As already mentioned, nesting boxes have
made a huge difference in the bluebirds
upsurge in numbers. Nevertheless, deciding
to put up a nesting box is a serious decision
and is best done properly or not all. The box
must meet proper specifications, be placed in
the proper location and be monitored; other-
wise, it can be tantamount to simply ringing
the dinner bell for predators. 

House sparrows, raccoons and cats are the
primary predators of nesting boxes. Surpris-
ingly enough, the latter two can actually
reach into a nest with their paw and scoop
out whatever is inside — eggs, babies, and
even adults. A suitable predator guard, how-
ever, will keep them out . All boxes should
be mounted on 1 1/4-inch pipe poles or T
posts — wood posts or trees should not be
used. There are a number of different preda-
tor guards that can be attached to the pole
below the box. Metal cone shaped guards are
popular. Wooden guards over the entrance
hole are not effective.

House sparrows can be a real challenge,
too. They will kill the adult bluebirds and
peck any eggs in the nest. To reduce the
need to evict sparrows, try to locate the nest-
ing boxes at least 300 metres (1,000 feet)
from any barns or areas where house spar-
rows habitually nest.   

The 1 1/2 inch entrance hole should be 1.8
metres (six feet) above the ground and face
southeast. If you are erecting several boxes
or a complete trail, they should be placed at
least 92 metres (300 feet) apart. The boxes
should be installed by March and monitored
weekly. Checking during the egg laying
stage usually will not scare aware the adults
if its done carefully. It is important though
to leave the box alone during the fledgling
stage. For more detailed guidelines and con-
struction notes on nesting boxes, visit
http://www.oebs.ca/.

Erecting and properly monitoring bluebird
boxes is one area where amateurs can still
make a huge difference in the species suc-
cess. There’s something about seeing blue-
birds, or, better still, having them set up
home in one of your boxes, that makes you
feel blessed. When it comes to capturing the
human heart, few birds can compare.   

Drew Monkman is a Peterborough
teacher and author of Nature’s Year in
the Kawarthas. He can be reached at
dmonkman1@cogeco.ca. Visit Kelly
Dodge at www.kellydodgeart.com.

One of the hallmarks of
invention is that if someone
invents something incredi-
bly useful or ingenious,
then numerous other people
will perpetually try to find
ways to improve it or find
other uses for it. It could
also be seen as a stroke of
genius if the inventor can
entice an army of people to
tinker and upgrade the
original creation without
paying them for any of their
help or ideas. Yet this is
exactly what is happening in the
seemingly obsessive quest by
numerous computer programmers
and novices to produce more and
more Google Maps mashups.

The term mashup originally
described the technique in modern
pop music of mashing or mixing
two different tunes or songs to
come up with a combination of the
two that is recognizable but origi-
nal at the same time. In computer
programming it describes the pro-
cess of altering an application by
adding something to it. You get a
program or website that looks very
similar to the original, but does

something else which was
not part of the original
idea.

Google revolutionized the
way people look for things
on the Internet and just
about everyone in the
world uses it. Yet, nestled
at the top of the Google
search window, there is a
tab called “maps” which is
the portal to another revo-
lution. Google Maps can
help you find practically
any address in the world

and also display a satellite image
of the location. The technology
behind Google Maps is called ajax
and it allows a website to load in
small pieces instead of massive
download. This means that at
Google Maps you can search for a
location and by simply holding
down the left mouse key you can
drag the map all the way across
the continent. The map loads in
small bits as it moves and the
motion is smooth.

It didn’t take very long before
some very creative minds saw that
they could take the original pro-
gramming for Google Maps and

add additional code to create a
mashup that did more things than
just show images of the world and
streets. Rather than cry foul,
Google liked what the “mashers”
were doing and has now even
released free software to make the
creation of mashups quite easy, if
you are really good at computer
programming. The result is what
one website has termed Google
maps mania.

There are literally hundreds and
hundreds of Maps mashups with
more coming online continually.
Some are quite silly, such as the
version of a Google map that shows
you where you will end up if you
dig a hole right through the earth
(http://map.talleye.com/bighole.
php), or the ChocoMap
(http://chocomap.com/chocolate-
map.php) that helps you find the
location of over 1,200 chocolate
shops in numerous cities. Others
are quite nostalgic, such as the
Beatles mashup which shows the
locations and information about
places the Beatles lived or worked,
or poignant, such as the Diana site
(www.mibazaar.com/princessdi-
ana) which has a timeline and map

of Princess Dianas life with infor-
mative pop ups, photos and videos.

However, many of the mashups
are incredibly useful and often fas-
cinating. Want to go cycling but
don’t know where? At MapMyRide
(www.mapmyride.com) you can
plan a complete cycling trip and
get the distance plus the number of
calories used. The site works for
running, skating or hiking as well
and you can search for trips sub-
mitted by other users. Healthmap
(www.healthmap.org/en) is a global
disease alert map, WeatherBonk
(www.weatherbonk.com) displays
current weather and forecasts for
places on a Google Map, and the
Global Incident Map (www.global-
incidentmap.com) shows a map
covered in coloured dots in a dis-
play of terrorist and other suspi-
cious events. To truly appreciate
the diversity of the Google Maps
mashups peruse the gigantic and
colourful lists at Google Maps
Mania (http://googlemapsmania.
blogspot.com) or the gallery of
mashups at the Google site
(http://gallery.googlemashups.
com). There seems to be no end to
what can be mashed with a Google

Map.
Ray Saitz, a Peterborough

resident and teacher, writes a
weekly column on the Internet.
He can be reached at
rayser3@cogeco.ca.
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